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Monthly Hosting Plans
Description

Month to Month web hosting plans
Are you looking for a month-to-month web hosting plan, with no commitment? Not many of us want to
be locked into two or three-year hosting deals, or pay the whole amount in one lump sum on sign up,
as many hosting companies demand. That’s why we have put together this list of the perfect month-tomonth web hosting providers for you to peruse.
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So, we always suggest choosing the month by month web hosting in the beginning to have an
accurate idea about the company and its services. Later, you can signup for a long-term plan if you find
everything going well, or, you can simply cancel your hosting account and move to another web
hosting company if you dont like their services. That’s the main advantage of choosing a short-term
web hosting plan. With so many companies and offers, choosing the right services that suit your
budget and business needs may take time. However, if you want to try a service to find the features,
then why not trying a web host for one month?
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For that reason, Here’s the list of best site hosting companies with short-term plans :

Web Hosting Monthly Billing
DreamHost – (Monthly Hosting)
DreamHost is an award-winning web hosting service. It hosts over 1.5 million sites and is one of just
four hosting services that WordPress endorses. So you can imagine that DreamHost does a pretty
great job of hosting sites for its 400,000+ members. It has been hosting for over 20 years. This hosting
site was built on open-source technology. One of the things that make DreamHost stand out from other
hosting sites is that it offers the best month-to-month options pricing plans for hosting. You can get
hosting via this company for a fraction of the cost of others. We are talking sometimes half as much.
It’s hard to deny that DreamHost provides the most affordable hosting on the market today.
DreamHost offers outstanding features at excellent price points. It’s pricing and plan structure are both
transparent and simple. It is one of the cheapest shared hosting providers around. This hosting
provider can be a good option for many. Fair prices, solid support and a very generous unlimited policy
will be remarkably appealing perks for many.
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DreamHost’s prices are very affordable from domain registration to hosting and offers month-to-month
payment services. They have a longer-than-average 97-day refund policy to make sure you’re happy
with the service before getting locked in. that gives you a full month to test out their services before
risking your prepaid amount. Furthermore, you can pay month to month and cancel anytime. This is
very rare in the web-hosting industry.
WordPress Starter Plan: $4.95/mo – 1 Website, Buy a .COM for $7.99, WordPress Pre-Installed, WP
Website Builder, Fast SSD Storage, Free SSL Certificate, Add Email as low as $1.67/mo, 97-day
money back guaranteed
WordPress Unlimited Plan: $10.95/mo – Unlimited Websites, Buy a .COM for $7.99, Unlimited traffic,
WordPress Pre-Installed, WP Website Builder, Fast SSD Storage, Free SSL Certificate, Unlimited
Email @Your Domain, 97-day money-back guaranteed

Namecheap – (Monthly Hosting)
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Most people know of Namecheap as a domain registration and management service, but they also
offer web hosting month-to-month payment services. Founded in 2000, Namecheap began by offering
value-priced domains and excellent customer service. Today, they have over 3 million clients and
manage over 11 million domains. It’s one of the best web-hosting company out there, versatile and
affordable & its hosting packages are attracting a lot of attention.
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Unlike many other hosts who raise fees considerably once it is time for renewal, Namecheap renewal
price doesn’t grow. Owning a website is not a short-term investment. It could be something you pay for
decades if the site goes well. In addition to domains and full web hosting packages, Namecheap sells
SSL certificates, privacy protection services, and more. Because Namecheap thinks that an Internet
presence for all is a necessity, they provide affordable access to everything you need to run a website.
Namecheap’s hosting plans offer quick, dependable assistance with a 100% uptime ensure. In the
event that you need to construct another site, you can undoubtedly do as such utilizing one of
Namecheap’s many site-building applications. On the off chance that you have a current site,
Namecheap will move it for you for nothing. Here are a few focuses to recollect:
?

30 day money-back guarantee.

?

Shared plans have 100% uptime.

?

All other plans “only” have 99.9% uptime.

These prices apply when you sign up with Namecheap for two years. If you choose the annual plan,
the monthly price would be $1.16/month (yes, even cheaper!) and the monthly option would cost you
$2.88/month. Or if you would rather opt for managed WordPress hosting, you will find prices start from
just $3.88 a month

A2 Hosting – (Monthly Hosting)
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A2 Hosting is one of the oldest web-hosting providers around. They are originally from Michigan and
started in 2001. Later on, in 2003, the name was changed to A2 Hosting. They’re most known for their
page loading speeds. For nearly 20 years, the independently-owned hosting company has established
itself as a reliable and speedy solution for websites. A2 delivers strong uptime rates and great
customer service. When it comes to speed, A2 is second to nobody .Fast web hosting and A2 are
synonymous. In fact, I named A2 Hosting as the most reliable and fastest host on my list of the best
web hosting providers.
?

MONTH-TO-MONTH PAYMENT AT $9.9

?

FREE DOMAIN AND SSL CERTIFICATE

?

30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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They offers monthly, 12, 24 and 36-month deals – the above prices are for a 12-month plan. Obviously,
the longer the deal (e.g. 36 months) the cheaper it gets. A2 Hosting would be a good fit for new
bloggers who need a reliable host, for small and medium-sized businesses who are after a serious
hosting service, or digital solopreneurs who need storage for their website and potentially their clients.
In fact, they have delivered one of the fastest server speeds we’ve seen over the past 12 months. Also,
A2 Hosting has a strong uptime, which makes their hosting service reliable. The hosting plans are
developer-friendly, and their “anytime” money-back guarantee and monthly payment is a unique
feature.
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However, if you need a fast web hosting service at relatively cheap upfront pricing ($1.99/month) with
the ability to scale with your website growth. Then A2 Hosting might be an excellent option for you.
Their speed is excellent, uptime is reliable, customer service is friendly, security features are plentiful,
and refund policy is liberal. On top of it all, they’re even environmentally conscious. Moreover, all their
shared plans come with a free SSL certificate and free site migration .And if you run into issues at any
time while being a customer, you can ask for a refund on the prorated balance of unused time.A2
Hosting has some of the best shared web hosting plans on the market today. It has its own website
builder as well. This is a user-friendly way to build a website as a beginner. It also different from other
web-hosting companies because of two things: Low price and great benefits. A2’s shared plans
definitely deliver in terms of performance as well.
A2 is an industry leader in speed. They are known as a reliable and reputable provider with
outstanding customer service. When it comes to shared web hosting, VPS plans, dedicated servers,
and reseller plans, A2 is a top option to consider for every category.

WP Engine – (Monthly Hosting)
Founded in 2010, WP Engine is now one of the leading managed WordPress hosting companies in the
market. Serial entrepreneur Jason Cohen started WP Engine when he saw a need for specialized
WordPress hosting due to the rising popularity of WordPress. WP Engine is VIP WordPress hosting.
Their hassle-free hosting offers fast and robust servers that can handle anything. Your website is
practically hacker proof, and their mind-blowing customer service makes you feel like king.
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They offer automatic security updates, daily backups, one-click restore points, automatic caching, toptier security, one-click staging area, and more. WP Engine is like having an army of WordPress experts
on your side for assistance. If you are a business who do not want to deal with the technical side of
running your blog, then WP Engine is the solution for you. WP Engine is an ideal choice for those
looking for hassle-free premium WordPress hosting. This is going to be a detailed WP Engine review,
where will take an in-depth look at their services. If you don’t want to read all of it, then here is the
quick summary of our WP Engine review score.
In our WP Engine hosting review, we found them to be the best managed WordPress hosting provider.
They offer the best platform, with faster servers, security, and peace of mind that users need from a
managed WordPress host. WP Engine provides transparent pricing from the outset – so the prices
advertised on the homepage of their website won’t increase if you sign up for month-to-month
payments. WP Engine will give you two months of free hosting .
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The Startup package is the most basic plan and will set you back $25 per month. With this package,
you get:
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25,000 visits per month
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50GB bandwidth per month
10GB storage

One site included WP Engine will give you two months of free hosting.
However, if you have a medium to large website with tens of thousands of monthly visitors and growing
rapidly, you may want to seriously consider WP Engine. This host allows you to focus on your core
business, all the while giving you the peace of mind that your website is available, fast, secure, and
ranking on Google.

GreenGeeks – (Monthly Hosting)
GreenGeeks was founded in 2008 by Trey Gardner. It’s a web hosting provider whose goal is to be as
environmentally friendly as possible. They offer a variety of shared hosting plans for everyone from
beginners to large companies. Their prices are affordable, and their plans include plenty of useful
features. It has a wide range of hosting plans for customers of every size. They offer basic shared
hosting, reseller hosting, VPS hosting, and dedicated server hosting.
Each GreenGeeks web hosting plan also comes with Cloudflare CDN, scalable CPU, eCommerce
support, generous disk space, website builder with templates, unmetered data transfer, and more. If
you are looking for a fast, secure, and at the same time, eco-friendly web hosting service, then
GreenGeeks is for you. An array of multiple hosting options is available for as low payment per month.
The starter plan “Lite” is made for WordPress hosting. It includes one website, unlimited web space,
Unmetered Data transfers, Free SSL Certificate, A free domain name for the 1st year, and a 30-day
money-back guarantee. Website migration is free. You may also reach the live hosting specialists via
live chat, email, or phone, 24/7.
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It is a good hosting solution for anyone who is just starting out. For higher traffic volumes you may
need to upgrade to a high-performance plan or move to a managed WordPress hosting provider.
GreenGeeks has a bigger mission than just simply providing web hosting, and we like that, but they do
provide solid speed, uptime, and good customer support. For those reasons, you should consider
giving them a look. Just be aware that you’ll need to sign up for the long-term if you’d like their lowest
monthly rate.
GreenGeeks’ cheapest shared plan starts at $2.95/month, and its priciest VPS plan costs
$39.95/month. Within that range, there’s a best fit plan for every budget, and we’ll cover each one
below. Every GreenGeeks plan also comes with a 30-day money back guarantee.

Cloudways – (Monthly Hosting)
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Cloudways is a managed hosting provider that emphasizes performance and simplicity. From the
simple server and application launch to the ongoing server maintenance, Cloudways takes away all the
hassles of server management so that you can continue to focus on growing your business. This web
hosting company aims to give individuals, teams, and businesses of all sizes the power to provide
their site visitors the most seamless user experience possible. Hosting plans come with a fantastic
feature set, support you can rely on, and prices you can afford. This is especially useful for developers
or agencies that manage multiple websites at once across many servers
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Cloudways is a reliable and affordable cloud hosting option for any website owner, regardless of skill
level or site type. Because of its cloud-based platform, you can experience blazing fast speeds, optimal
site performance, and top-notch security.
All of this is designed to give your site visitors the best user experience possible and keep your site’s
data secure from malicious activity. You can take advantage of the 3-day free trial period to make sure
they have the features you need to scale your business and manage your hosting account. can now
also create Teams and do Projects with them. The platform offers you both options. You can assign
team members, share project details with them and so much more. Join individuals working separately
under a single platform and work together.
Our Cloudways review shows how it is a complete single click solution, offering you a complete feature
set at very good prices. The customer support is great. Try Cloudways yourself today and see whether
this is the right hosting service for you.
To start, they have 5 infrastructure providers to choose from, and your plan prices will vary depending
on which infrastructure provider you choose to use:
Digita-lOcean : Plans range from $10/month to $80/month, RAM from 1GB-8GB, Processors from 1
core to 4 core, storage from 25GB to 160GB, and bandwidth from 1TB to 5TB.
Linode : Plans range from $12/month to $90/month, RAM from 1GB-8GB, Processors from 1 core to 4
core, storage from 20GB to 96GB, and bandwidth from 1TB to 4TB.
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Vultr : Plans range from $11/month to $84/month, RAM from 1GB-8GB, Processors from 1 core to 4
core, storage from 25GB to 100GB, and bandwidth from 1TB to 4TB.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) : Plans range from $85.17/month to $272.73/month, RAM from 3.75GB15GB, vCPU from 1-4, storage at 4GB across the board, and bandwidth 2GB across the board.
Google Computing Engine (GCE): Plans range from $73.62/month to $226.05/month, RAM from
3.75GB-16GB, vCPU from 1-4, storage at 20GB across the board, and bandwidth 2GB across the
board.These are just the featured plans. We also offer additional plans.

HostGator – (Monthly Hosting)
HostGator was founded in 2002 and grew quickly to become one of the biggest hosting companies in
the world. You can credit the monstrous growth to their great shared hosting plans, reliable web
hosting, and quality customer service. HostGator hosts over 10 million domains and is one of the most
popular web hosts in the industry. With 1-click WordPress installation, 99.9% up time guarantee, and
24/7 support, it’s a smart choice for every website owner. We consider them the best web hosting for
businesses. Another thing you would want to look at is the features that you’ll get with each hosting
plan. Here is what’s included in each hosting plan offered by HostGator.
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?

1-Click WordPress Installer

?

Free SSL Certificate

?

Easy to use control panel cPanel dashboard to manage hosting services

?

Free email accounts

?

24/7 customer support

?

99.9% uptime guarantee

This is the best month-to-month web hosting company that offers speed and high-quality shared
hosting at cheap prices, moreover, they offer generous SSD storage and unmetered bandwidth. In
addition, you don’t need complicated tools to start a blog as you get the best cPanel control panel that
comes with a drag and drop website builder tool, file manager, FTP, auto-installer software, email
forwarding, and a free domain for the first year.
For extra services, you can add the options you like, which gives flexibility for people who don’t need
the add-on to uncheck them during the SignUp, also, all the payments are made month to month, and
you can add or remove services as you need easily. This is one of the best web hosting providers in
the USA with monthly payments, and there are all the tools for all kinds of websites including blogs,
online stores. HostGator has three shared hosting plan option to choose from:
Hatchling Plan ? Single website, One-click WordPress installs, Free WordPress, unmetered
bandwidth, free SSL certificate, Free domain included at $2.75/monthly)
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Baby Plan : ( Unlimited websites, One-click WordPress installs, Free WordPress, unmetered
bandwidth, free SSL certificate, Free domain included at $3.50/monthly)
Business Plan : (Unlimited websites, One-click WordPress installs, Free WordPress, unmetered
bandwidth, free SSL certificate, Free domain included , Free dedicated IP , Free Seo Tools at
$5.25/monthly)

Kinsta – (Monthly Hosting)
Kinsta was founded in 2013, have been working to become the hosting provider of choice for
WordPress users who are prepared to look beyond marketing campaigns and low month-to-month
prices to find a fast and secure home for their website. They deliver the levels of performance you’re
looking for. These showed how fast a WordPress website loaded, how much downtime occurred over a
set period, and how well multiple simultaneous visitors were handled.
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Kinsta offer fast managed WordPress hosting with impressive levels of uptime and the ability to handle
multiple visitors at the same time.You also get access to some genuinely worthwhile features, such as
automatic website backups, security monitoring and an easy-to-use staging environment. The support
staff are helpful and very responsive via the 24/7 live chat service. However, in all areas, Kinsta is a
massive step up from low-cost web hosting.
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Still, all of the plans include a number of features, such as the following:
?

Very good customer support. , their agents are top-notch, and they work 24/7.

?

WordPress-specific site architecture (read: better and faster)

?

Staging environment to test your website before publishing changes

?

Free premium migrations (concierge service).

?

Unlimited basic migrations from other hosts via a WordPress plugin

?

30-day money back guarantee

?

Automatic database optimization

?

Automatic daily backup and manual backup points

So, if you’re looking for a faster and more reliable web-host for your WordPress website or if you want
to launch your new site on managed WordPress hosting, Kinsta come highly recommended.
Registering is easy and quick. You can pay with your credit card. It has its own dashboard which is
intuitive and well-designed. Kinsta has a CDN you can use included in every plan. Note that the
amount of data going through the CDN is limited depending on your plan, but it’s still a very generous
allowance. Kinsta is a strong contender for the best WordPress hosting solutions – if you need reliable
uptime, speeds and features. The main takeaway is that it’s genuine , fast, and good for business
WordPress sites. That includes online stores too. Developers will love all the technical options and,
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and business owners will enjoy the ease of use and safety features.
Kinsta have the Starter and Pro plans, as well as four Business plans and two Enterprise plans. Here
are the details:
Starter: $30 per month for one WordPress install, 25,000 visits, and 10 GB disk space.
Pro: $60 per month for two WordPress installs, 50,000 visits, and 20 GB disk space.
Business plans: Starting from $100 per month for three WordPress installs, 100,000 visits, and 30 GB
disk space.
Enterprise plans: Starting from $600 per month for 60 WordPress installs, 1,000,000 visits, and 100 GB
disk space.
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Paying annually gets you two months free, and all plans include a free Let’s Encrypt SSL certificate, as
well as CDN access. There’s also a 30-day money-back guarantee on all plans, so you can try Kinsta
without financial risk.
1.
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DreamHost – Starts at $2.59/Month
Namecheap – Starts at $1.58/Month
WP Engine – Pricing starts at $30/Month
GreenGeeks – Starting from $2.49 Monthly hosting
A2 Hosting – Sale price starting at $1.99/Monthly hosting
Cloudways – Starts at $10/Month
HostGator – Starting at only $2.75/Month
Kinsta – Starting at only $2.75/Month
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